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Accessories

STANDARD KNIB

WHEELED KNIB

Line forming Knib with
adjustable line width, gives
crisp well defined lines.

Independently floating discs
follow ground contour for
perfect crisp lines, adjustable
up to 5’’. Can also be used on
all hard surfaces for
outstanding sharp lines.

SPRAY BOOM

ATHLETIC BOOM

An advanced spray system, with
adjustable four height position.
Easy push-on and pull-off boom
with 5ft spray width.

Two lane marking for running
tracks or hash marks are easily
achieved, with this adjustable
attachment.
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Your local Kombi® Dealer:

HAND WAND

WICKET MARKER

Ideal for spot spraying, logo
painting or any difficult to
reach areas.

Small lightweight unit giving
an even flow rate, to speed up
preparing wicket for play.
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6 GALLON CAPACITY
PAINT TANK

11/2 GALLON ONBOARD
WATER FLUSH TANK

STAINLESS STEEL CHASSIS

RELIABLE 12 VOLT
DIAPHRAGM PUMP

ROLLER BEARING WHEELS
WITH PNEUMATIC TIRES

SIMPLE ON/OFF SWITCH
& PAINT/WATER CONTROLS

LARGE FILLING APERTURE
WITH STRAINER

ADJUSTABLE HANDLEBARS
FOR OPERATOR COMFORT

ADJUSTABLE LINE WIDTH
AND NOZZLE HEIGHT

CENTER OR SIDE
MARKING POSITIONS

HIGH PERFORMANCE
SEALED 12 VOLT BATTERY

LED BATTERY
LEVEL INDICATOR

EASE OF USE
Detail is everything to the Kombi® Designers
“What the customer desires” was the design brief
and that’s what they created.
A strong lightweight machine that rolls
effortlessly on roller bearing wheels with
pneumatic tires, simple to use with only
on/off switch and paint/water valve
selection controls.
It’s so easy to use just add paint and
water at your chosen dilution rate,
select line width requirements
from 11/2 to 4 inches on the
Knib, ensure paint/water valve
is on paint. Turn on switch and
begin marking. After you have
finished painting, flush
system through with water
and recharge machine with
the Kombi® charger ready
for the next time.

SURFACES
The Kombi® marks on synthetic turf, natural grass,
asphalt and concrete.

CONSTRUCTION
The Kombi® is constructed around a stainless steel
chassis supporting the impact resistant plastic
moulded bodywork consisting of paint tank, water
tank and pump compartment.
Carefully selected materials, design and
construction methods have all come together to
make this a very strong and light weight machine.

PERFORMANCE
A full day’s marking from the high performance
battery and a diaphragm pump that delivers
enough paint to mark with two nozzles for hash
marks or running tracks.

